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Brush and Pad selection

40cm PadLoc pad drive system45cm Heavy duty scrubbing brush

45cm Light duty scrubbing brush 45cm Long life scrubbing brush 45cm  Long life light duty  
scrubbing brush

A full range of brush and pad drive systems are 
available for both models in order to provide the 
correct specification for the type of floor to be 
maintained. All brushes are fully interchangeable 
and can be varied to suit changing  
conditions or a change in location.
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Floorcare

TwinTec Red
Economy and Efficiency By Design

TwinTec Red Specifications
Model Brush 

Motor
Vac  

Motor Power Run  
Time

Recharge 
Time

Pad/Brush 
width Capacity Weight Brush 

Speed Range Dimensions 
WxLxH

ETB4045/70 400W 400W 2x12V  
(24v 100Ah) 2Hrs 6hrs 40/45cm 40L 103Kg 100rpm - 470x1030x 

1160mm

ET4045 1500W 1000W  220-240V 
50Hz - - 40/45cm 40L 57Kg 150rpm 42m 470x890 

x1180mm



TwinTec Red…   High Economic Performance 

ETB4045

ET4045

The ETB4045 has a number of cost saving 
variations introduced into the specification  
without loss of performance or operating life. 
The LoLine chassis is manufactured in nutex 
   epoxy powder coated steel in place of 
    stainless steel; the wet pick up floor tool is 
   Structofoam rather than aluminium and the 
machine is fitted with fully sealed 70Ahr gel 
batteries.

The balance of the specification is fully standard 
with its tilting Structofoam brush deck, heavy 
duty geared brush motor, polyform clean and 
dirty water tanks, TwinFlo suction motor, built in 
battery charging system, fully adjustable handle 
and Nutronic controls.

ETB4045, designed not just 
to clean but to clean to a 
professional standard.

The TwinTec Economy 4045 is designed to provide an 
exceptional “value for money” professional machine.

Superb power and 
performance to cut 
through the most 
extreme levels of grime.

The very big advantage of the cable electric machines is the 
exceptional power and performance available to clean floors that are 
both rough and excessively dirty.

Two cost saving specification changes have been made compared 
with the TT premium model, being a nutex epoxy  
powder coated chassis in place of stainless steel  
and a Structofoam floor tool in place of  
aluminium.

Other than these two changes the balance  
of the hardworking specification remains  
unchanged.

Heavy duty brush drive and planetary  
gearbox, Structofoam tilting brush  
deck, rugged polyform clean and  
dirty water tanks, Twinflo wet pick  
up system, fully adjustable operator  
handle and simple control system.  

As a machine it’s as strong as an  
Ox and floors will be both clean  
and as dry as a bone and, in terms  
of cleaning performance, you won’t  
find better.

Structofoam wet pick up

Optional PadLoc pad drive system

Non-marking wheels Flexifill 1m easy fill hoseHeavy duty drive system


